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MARSHALL UNIVERSITY 
WINTER COMMENCEMENT 
2013 
· nter Cotn11 ce ent 
Mar hall Univ r i y Alma Mater Marshall Gracious Alma Mater, We thy name revere: May each noble son and daughter Cherish thine honor dear. May thy lamp be ever bright Guiding us to truth and light; As a beacon o'er dark water This is for thee our prayer. May the years be kind to Marshall; May she grow in f ame; May her children fail her never True to her beacon flame. May her spirit brave and strong Honor right and conquer wrong; This the burden of our song Ever her truth proclaim. 
C. E. and James Haworth
2 TodaY's Ceremony Welcome to Marshall University on this day of special recognition of our candidates for graduation. We hope you will find this ceremony- a culmination of the efforts of faculty, staff, our students and their families - both meaningful and impressive. While awaiting the start of the ceremony, you may wish to read the historical notes on West Virginia's oldest university on the following pages. There also is a brief description and picture of The Grand Mace. The narration on academic heraldry will detail the significance of the costumes worn by the participants in today's ceremony. The exercises begin with the traditional entry procession of the candidates for degrees. The degree candidates will be followed by representatives of the faculty and administration. The platform party consisting of the Academic Deans, Honorary Degree recipients, special guests of the President and the President of the University are led to the platform by the Chief Faculty Marshal, a distinguished member of the faculty, bearing The Grand Mace. The placing of The Grand Mace on the platform signifies the solemnity of the occasion and officially denotes the opening of the ceremony. The University requests that in keeping with the formality of the occasion, once the procession begins; please do not move onto the floor during the ceremony. And, out of respect for the ceremony, please tum off all cellular phones and electronic devices before the procession. Later in the ceremony, the audience is requested to remain seated when the graduates come forward to be recognized individually. We will have a photographer in place to take each graduate's picture. We also would like to ask that after the graduates cross the stage and return to their seats, everyone in the audience remain seated until the ceremony is over. When the President closes the ceremony following the conferring of all degrees, the audience is requested to rise for the traditional singing of the Alma Mater. The audience is requested to be seated following the Alma Mater until the platform party and faculty have recessed. Once again, welcome to the Winter Commencement exercises of Marshall University. Enjoy this day of academic celebration with the Marshall Family of faculty, staff and students. ,, 
Academic Procession 
Degree Candidates 
Assistant Chief Faculty Marshals 
Members of the Faculty 
Chief Faculty Marshal 
Platform Dignitaries 
Commencement Officials 
Prof. Jeffrey Archambault 
Prof. Mary Beth Beller 
Prof. Michael Castellani 
Prof. Tracy Christoforo 
Prof. David Cusick 
Prof. Andrew Gooding 
Chief Marshal: 
Professor Dallas Brozik Assistant Chief Marshals: 
Professor Marjorie Mcinerney 
Professor Dan Hollis 
Prof. Mary Grassell 
Prof. Elizabeth Hanrahan 
Prof. Lisa Heaton 
Prof. Brian Hoey 
Prof. Thelma Isaacs 
Prof. Rebecca Johnson Chief Usher: 
Professor Larry Stickler Assistant Chief Ushers: 
Professor Stephen Lawson 
Professor Ben Miller 
Prof. Paula Lucas 
Prof. Karen McNealy 
Prof. Michael Newsome 
Prof. Ralph Oberly 
Prof. Sherri Stepp 
Prof. Jeanne Widener Distinguished members of the Marshall University faculty serve as Commencement Ushers. 
Kayla Ariyan 
Jeremy Boggs 
Chris Calton 
Destiny DiGiovanni 
Greg Fifer 
John Marshall Fife and Drum Corps 
Professors Wendell and Linda Dobbs, Directors 
Felicia Gross 
Katelyn Hess 
Madelyn Mazzeo 
Josephine Mendez 
Ross Patrick Readers: Matt Perry Aaron Sowards Chelsea Smith Andrea Withee Clifford Workman 
Prof. Robin McCutcheon, Prof. Mary Elizabeth Reynolds and Prof. Harlan Smith 
Disclaimer: 
The list of December degree candidates in this program is tentative based on the anticipated success­
ful completion of courses undertaken during the Fall Semester 2013. This document should not be 
used as an official record for December candidates. 3 
Winter Commencement 2013 Program 
President Stephen]. Kopp, Ph.D. Presiding Music from the Era of Chief Justice John Marshall John Marshall Fife and Drum Corps Professors Wendell Dobbs, D.M.A. and Linda Dobbs, M.M., Directors Processional - Ceremonial Marches National Anthem ....................................................................................................................... Kelsey Anderson Music Education Degree Candidate Invocation ........................................................................................................ Rev. Dana Willis Sutton, D. Min. Campus Minister Opening Remarks ........................................................................................................... Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. President Greetings ............................................................................................................................... Eldon Larsen, Ph.D. Chair, Faculty Senate Elisha J. Hassan Student Body President Introduction of the Commencement Speaker ............................................................... Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. President Commencement Address ................................................................................................ Kateryna Schray, Ph.D. Professor of English Charles E. Hedrick Outstanding Faculty Award Recipient for 2012�2013 Recognition of Graduates Earning Academic Honors .............................................. Gayle L. Ormiston, Ph.D. Provost and Senior Vice President Recognition of Honors College Graduates ................................................................. Ronald J. Bieniek, Ph.D. Dean of the Honors College 
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Presentation of Doctoral Degree Candidates
Doctor of Education presented by Dean Teresa R. Eagle, Ed.D. 
Doctor of Psychology presented by Dean David J. Pittenger, Ph.D. Presentation and Conferring of Doctoral DegreesPresentation of Associate's, Bachelor's, and Master's Degrees
Regents Bachelor of Arts presented by Associate Vice President for Outreach and 
Continuing Studies and Dean of the Graduate College David J. Pittenger, Ph.D. 
College of Arts and Media presented by Dean Donald L. Van Hom, M.F.A. 
College of Business presented by Dean Haiyang Chen, Ph.D. 
College of Education presented by Dean Teresa R. Eagle, Ed.D. 
College of Science presented by Dean Charles C. Somerville, Ph.D. 
College of Health Professions presented by Dean Michael W. Prewitt, Ph.D. 
College of Information Technology and Engineering presented by Dean Wael Zatar, Ph.D. 
College of Liberal Arts presented by Dean Robert B. Bookwalter, Ph.D. 
Graduate College presented by Associate Vice President for Outreach and 
Continuing Studies and Dean of the Graduate College David J. Pittenger, Ph.D. Conferring of Associate's, Bachelor's, and Master's DegreesPresentation of Graduates Alumni Association Greetings ..................................................................................... Bemard "Bernie" Coston 
President, Marshall University Alumni Association Board of Directors 
Closing ............................................................................................................................. Stephen). Kopp, Ph.D. 
President Alma Mater ................................................................................................................................ Kelsey Anderson 
Music Education Degree Candidate Recessional ................................................................................................................. Platform Party and Faculty The graduates and audience are requested to be seated following the singing of the Alma Mater and remain seated until the platform party and faculty have recessed. 
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The President's Medallion and Grand Mace 
Marshall University traces its origins to the founding of the Marshall Academy in 1837. The 
Academy was named in honor of John Marshall, the fourth ChiefJustice of the United States Supreme 
Court, who died on July 6, 1835. 
The Marshall University community has taken great pride in observing the memory of our 
namesake, who has been described by modem-day biographer, Jean Edward Smith, a noted member 
of the Marshall University faculty, as the "Definer of the United States Constitution." John Marshall 
was a man for the ages in an era that brought forth greatness. Characterized by others as befitting 
Thomas Babington Macaulay's description, "He neither sought nor shunned greatness, and found 
glory only because glory lay in the plain path of duty." 
Chief Justice John Marshall served the Supreme Court in that capacity from 1801 to 1835, the 
longest serving Chief Justice in United States history. He is widely regarded as having established a 
broad interpretation of the Constitution of the United States, which established the Constitution as 
the basis of the American legal system and the "rule of law" as the law of the land. During his tenure 
as Chief Justice, the Judicial Branch of the new American government rose to a level of importance 
commensurate with that of the Executive and Legislative Branches. 
John Marshall's image is used prominently in both the Marshall University President's Medallion 
and the Grand Mace of the University. The President's Medallion is the badge of office for the 
presidency of Marshall University. It consists of a relief carving of the seal of the university, which 
features the likeness of John Marshall. It is worn by the President when he is participating in formal 
University ceremonies. 
The Grand Mace, a symbol of authority and leadership, is carried by the Chief Marshal of the Faculty at all formal University occasions and is displayed on the platform during these functions. The mace is made from a limb that fell from the Old Beech Tree in front of Old Main on the Huntington campus. The beech tree was part of the original farm on which Marshall Academy was founded, and was a campus fixture until it was toppled by a wind storm in 1987. It was believed to have been more than 300 years old and had initials and marks carved by hundreds of former Marshall students. The top of the mace consists of a gold-plated bronze casting that features, on one side, the Seal of Marshall University, and, on the other side, the Great Seal of the State of West Virginia. These features are surrounded by beech leaves and the entire casting is crested by a torch, symbolic of academic excellence. Immediately below the top casting is a four-sided section with carved symbols significant to the history of the University - the towers of Old Main, the Memorial Fountain, the seal of Marshall College, and an American bison (commonly known as a buffalo), official mascot of the institution's athletic teams. The area immediately surrounding the four carvings features small clusters of beech nuts and leaves. The center portion of the mace is carved in double-wrap ribbon, one-half inch wide. Between the gaps in the ribbon wraps are carved beech leaves descending in size. The base of the mace is protected by a gold-plated bronze casting of beech leaf clusters. The entire mace weighs about 25 pounds and is 66 inches from the top of the torch to the base. Both the President's Medallion and the Grand Mace were created in 1986 by Byron Johnson. Mr. Johnson, an honor graduate of Marshall University, is a renowned wood carver and sculptor, as well as an art teacher in the public schools. 
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Academic Heraldry 
The academic costumes worn in the procession of today's Commencement and at other formal University 
occasions trace their origins to those worn by faculty and students at medieval European universities. 
With only minor modifications these costumes have remained largely unchanged since the 16th century. 
Standards for colleges and universities in the United States were established in 1895 with the adoption of 
an Intercollegiate Code which specifies design and color appropriate for various degrees. As in medieval 
times the costumes worn on formal academic occasions denote the wearer's academic heritage. 
Modem academic costume consists of three parts: the gown or robe, a headpiece, and a hood. The 
style of the gown denotes the wearer's level of education. The baccalaureate gown is the simplest in design. 
Usually black, it is distinguished by a wide yoke with shirring in front and back and by open flowing sleeves 
which end in a point. The baccalaureate gown is worn closed. 
The master's gown is similar to the baccalaureate gown except that it has a closed or glove sleeve which 
is open at the wrist. The master's gown has no other trim and may be worn either open or closed. 
The doctoral gown is full flowing and has large bell shaped sleeves. It is trimmed with velvet panels down 
the front and has velvet chevrons on the sleeves. While black is still the predominate color for doctoral 
gowns, the trim may be in a color which denotes the wearer's discipline or the color of the gown may denote 
the wearer's university. 
The mortar board is the headpiece most often worn at American universities for formal occasions. It is 
appropriately worn with the board flat on the top of the head and with the tassel falling from the left quarter 
of the board. Tassel colors usually denote the field of discipline in which the wearer's degree was earned. 
Doctoral tassels are often gold. The soft velvet Tudor cap is also worn by many who hold the doctorate. 
While the gown and headpiece denote the wearer's level of education, it is the hood which adds meaning 
and dimension to the academic costume. Changed little since medieval times, the hood is worn falling from 
the shoulders down the back of the gown in a display of vivid color. It is edged in velvet which by its color 
denotes the field of discipline in which the wearer's degree was earned and it is lined in two colors of silk 
which represents the college or university from which the degree was earned. Hence the Marshall University 
hood is lined in green and white and edged with the appropriate discipline color. 
A partial listing from the Intercollegiate Code for colors signifying academic disciplines follows: 
Agriculture ..................................................... Maize Music ................................................................ Pink 
Arts and Humanities ..................................... White Nursing ........................................................ Apricot 
Business Administration ................................ Drab 
Dentistry ......................................................... Lilac 
Economics ................................................... Copper 
Education ............................................... Light Blue 
Engineering ................................................. Orange 
Fine Arts and Architecture .......................... Brown 
Forestry .......................................................... Russet 
Home Economics ....................................... Maroon 
Oratory (Speech) .................................. Silver Gray 
Pharmacy ............................................. Olive Green 
Philosophy ............................................... Dark Blue 
Physical Education ............................... Sage Green 
Public Administration ....................... Peacock Blue 
Public Health ..................................... Salmon Pink 
Science ............................................ Golden Yellow 
Journalism ................................................. Crimson 
Law ................................................................ Purple 
Social Science .............................................. Cream 
Social Work ................................................. Citron 
Library Science ............................................ Lemon Theology or Divinity ................................... Scarlet 
Medicine ....................................................... Green Veterinary Science .......................................... Gray 
At Marshall University, holders of the bachelor and associate degrees do not wear hoods. The color of 
the tassel on their caps indicates the level of academic excellence achieved in pursuit of their respective 
degrees. 
Profile of Marshall University 
The early history of Marshall University is filled 
with colorful events and people. 
To put things in chronological perspective, 
the academic saga started in 183 7 when the good 
citizens of Guyandotte and the farming country to 
the west - now the city of Huntington - decided 
they needed an annual school to provide for the 
education of their youngsters. 
Tradition records they met at the home ofJohn 
Laidley, who assumed leadership of the project and 
named the new school Marshall Academy in honor 
of his friend, the late Chief Justice John Marshall. 
They decided to locate their new school on a knoll 
known as "Maple Grove," site of a small log building 
called Mount Hebron Church. The structure also 
had served for some time as a subscription school 
for the area. 
It wasn't until March 30, 1838, that the 
General Assembly of Virginia passed an act formally 
incorporating Marshall Academy and appointing 
Laidley and eight other men as trustees. 
On June 30 of that year, the trustees purchased 
from James and Lucy Holderby the one and one-fourth 
acre lot containing their log "academy." The price: 
$40. That land is now the site of Old Main. 
The trustees proceeded to build a new two-story, 
brick building, 22 feet wide and 50 feet long, containing 
four rooms. It was completed by February, 1839. 
The first full school term was conducted in 
1838-39. In 1850, the academy and its financial 
obligations were accepted by the Conference of 
the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. In 1858, 
Marshall Academy was renamed Marshall College. 
Due to financial problems the property was sold at 
public auction in 1861. 
Ms. Salina Mason bought the land and building 
for $1,500 for her father, John W. Hite. He was a 
Confederate sympathizer and could not appear in 
court in his own behalf. For the next few years, Hite 
and his family lived in the college building. 
During at least part of the war, a small school, 
probably a subscription school, was maintained at 
the college - fulfilling a provision in the original 
deed from James Holderby which specified it was to 
be used " ... for the express purpose of an Academy 
(sic) and for no other use." The building also was 
used as a hospital during part of the conflict. 
Meanwhile, the new state of West Virginia 
had recognized the need for an institution to train 
teachers to serve the state's public schools. 
On Feb. 2 7, 1867, the Legislature voted approval 
of a bill establishing a "state normal school" to be 
located at Marshall College. 
In order to get the college reopened, the voters 
of Cabell County approved a property tax levy 
amounting to $5,000. The state also appropriated 
funds and on Aug. 1, 1867, the school's regents 
purchased the lot and building from Mrs. Mason 
for $3,600. 
The first session of Marshall College as a state 
normal school began June 15, 1868. 
In 1905, construction was started on the final 
section of Old Main. This is the familiar "towers" 
segment facing the main entrance to the campus 
on Hal Greer Boulevard. With its completion, 
Old Main consisted of five sections. 
Athletics got their start at Marshall with 
the first football team being fielded in 1898. The 
Marshall teams originally were known as the Blue 
and Black, but the now-familiar Green and White 
colors had been adopted by 1904. 
In 1907, Marshall was still strictly a secondary 
school. By 1912, the regents had added two years 
of study to the school's program, equivalent to 
the freshman and sophomore years in college. 
In 1914, President Corbly recommended that 
" ... Marshall College should be made a 'college' in 
fact as well as in official name - a degree-conferring 
institution." 
The years ahead saw steady academic and 
physical expansion and Marshall became a 
university in 1961. Marshall has an enrollment of 
about 14,000, a full-time instructional faculty of 
731 and 356 part-time instructors. 
The small academy has become a major 
university, functioning through 13 divisions: 
Marshall University Graduate College, the College 
oflnformation Technology and Engineering, College 
of Business, College of Education, College of Fine 
Arts, College of Liberal Arts, College of Science, 
Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine, W. Page Pitt 
School of Journalism and Mass Communications, 
College of Health Professions, Honors College, 
School of Extended Education, and Graduate 
School of Education and Professional Development. 
Marshall has two major campuses - a main 
campus in Huntington and the Marshall University 
Graduate College in South Charleston - along 
with several learning centers including the Joan 
C. Edwards School of Medicine; the Marshall
Medical Center; the Leaming Resource Center
in Gilbert; the Teays Valley Regional Center in
Putnam County; the Mid-Ohio Valley Center in
Point Pleasant; the Southern Mountain Center in
Logan; the Robert C. Byrd Institute for Advanced
Flexible Manufacturing, and the Public Higher
Education Center in Beckley.
Marshall continues to grow academically, 
adding a Doctor of Physical Therapy program and a 
School of Pharmacy in 2012. The inaugural physical 
therapy class matriculated in May 2012 with 27 
students. The School of Pharmacy's first class of 80 
students began classes in August 2012. 
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Class of 2013 Honor Graduates 
Bachelor Degree Candidates 
The Bachelor Degree honor graduates are distinguished by cords and tassels worn with their caps and 
gowns. The Summa Cum Laude graduates are so distinguished by the Green and White Cords and 
White Tassels. The Magna Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by Gold Cords and Tassels. The 
Cum Laude Graduates are distinguished by the Red Cords and Tassels. Summa Cum Laude Green & White Cord & White Tassel 
These students have attained an overall academic average of 3.85 to 4.00. 
Sarah Michelle Barber 
Ryan David Carroll 
Marissa Daniele Delong 
Jenna Michelle Ellison Magna Cum Laude Gold Cord and Gold Tassel Emily L. Ginther Linda Renee Greer Katie R. Palmer Patricia A. Sacconi Matthew Morgan Sandy Karly Elizabeth Shaw Morgan Shay Smith Sarah Elizabeth Vinson 
These students have attained an overall academic average of 3.60 to 3.84. 
Nasser Abdulrham Abuhemid 
Andrew Manuel Aguilar 
Ibrahim Abdullah Alramady 
John David Apgar 
Jenna Kaitlyn Barbour 
Jonathan Scott Bartholomew 
Brittani Lynn Brooks 
Jeremy M. Brown 
Tara Lynn Brown 
Kevin G. Campbell 
Laura Nichole Campbell 
Ryan Hughes Camey 
Jason M. Chin 
Sarah Elizabeth Cochran 
Christopher Rolan Collins 
Morgan Taylor Cottrell 
James Scott Decker 
Tyler Andrew Dial 
Sarah Lynn Drews 
Dylan Robert Elder 
Grant David Evans 
Samanda Loren Ferreyra 
Felix De Adams 
Joseph Dale Frame 
Ian Daniel Gillmeister 
Carissa Nicole Guyer 
Robin C. Harbrecht 
Rachel Anne Hoeft 
Chelsae T. Holley 
Kayla Jane Honaker 
Zachary D. Hunter 
Meghann Elizabeth Jenkins 
Heath B. Jones 
Megan Nicole Jones 
Kendall Rose Lannan 
Jared Ray Layman 
Mark Christopher Lemle 
Brooke Lashea McMillion 
Adam Guy Mc Williams 
Anson Dane Meadows 
Trevor Robert Mendelson 
Dakota Scott Metz 
Larissa Shea Newsome 
Amanda Grace Nielsen 
Megan Suzanne Pennington 
Hannah Lynne Redman 
Kelsey Lynn Roach 
Jocelyn Kae Russell 
Kirsten Elise Sadler 
Elaine B. Sambuco 
Erin M. Snyder 
Catherine Elizabeth Stacks 
Kaitlin Leigh Sturgill 
Justin Taylor 
Kathryn Brielle Thornton 
Lindsay Allison Williams 
Matthew R. Wilton 
Amy R. Wright 
Amanda Kristine Young 
Cum Laude 
Red Cord and Red Tassel 
These students have an overall academic average of 3.30 to 3.59. 
Kallie Victoria Adams 
Sherry D. Adams 
N ikkia Dawn Adkins 
Emily Lauren Akalski 
Cassidy Elizabeth Anthony 
Shane Andrew Austin 
Brandon Tyler Barbour 
Lindsay Renee Beveridge 
Christa Lynn Blake 
Zechariah Jordan Blevins 
Michael Joseph Bock 
Joshua Nathaniel Botkin 
Amandia Kathryn Bowen 
Tomas G. Brewer 
Stephen Allan Broughman 
Amanda Lauren Bryan 
Mitchel Robert Bumpus 
Anita Dawn Burch 
Lindsay Shae Carr 
Asher Mathias Cerka 
Tyler Whitt Chandler 
Joshua Alan Chinn 
Susan Nicole Clagg 
Emma Katherine Cole 
James Stanislaus Coniff 
Michelle Lynn Croy 
Lauren Gray Cundiff 
Robert A. Daniels 
Destinee N. Davis 
Hope Leanna Deem 
Cephas .William Evans 
Adrianna Marie Eye 
Amanda Kristine Fastuca 
Adam Kenneth Frohnapfel 
Bobbi Ann Gaul 
Tyler Lewis Gossett 
Derek Ryan Hale 
Joshua}. Hamrick 
MaryE. Heck 
Amanda Lorraine Hottenstein 
Mary Virginia Huffman 
JialunJiao 
Jessica Dawn Johnson 
Lakin I. Johnson 
Max Michael Kanipe-Illig 
Sarah Kay 
Jessica Lynn Keathley 
Betsy Jayne Kelly 
James Alexander Kiger 
Christopher R. Kimes 
Jacob T. Kitchen 
Ellen Carly Lawman 
Max Regan Lewis 
Michael P. Lyden 
Robert Tyler May 
Andrew Jay Meadows 
Rachel Eileen Messinger 
Angela Gail Midkiff 
Ashley Taylor Miller 
Cassy J aron Miller 
Kara Lynn Monette 
Deborah Mary Moore 
Tyler Anderson Morris 
James Andrew Morrison 
Jessica Kelly Motzer 
Morgan N. Neiheisel 
Courtney Paige Newlin 
Gage Richard Niemeyer 
Gabrielle Nimeh-Lewis 
Zane Allen Parsley 
Shelby Lynn Perry 
Paul I. Picklesimer 
Michael L. Pitaniello 
Sarah Katherine Powell 
Dotty Genevie Pratt 
Olivia Jean Pritchard 
William Harold Radford 
Heather N. Ratcliff 
Zachary Ryan Robateau 
Eric P. Rogers 
Andretti Lake Sampson 
Amy Yvonne Sanns 
Linde Michelle Sayre 
Katelyn Nichole Six 
Caitlin Rae Smith 
Trevor L. Smith 
Stephanie Paige Spencer 
Brian Christopher Spurlock 
Samantha Jo Stapleton 
Samantha Dene Steele 
Chase Edwarde Stephens 
Benjamin Wesley Stem 
Emaleigh Faith Stevens 
Seth A. Stewart 
Emily Taylor Stiltner 
Zeke A. Taylor 
Chandler Marcus Thompson 
Kayla L. Thompson 
Lauren A. Tussey 
Allyson Rae Warner 
Shelby Elizabeth Webb 
Brittany Danielle Wells 
Leanna Denise White 
Alexandria Nicole Withrow 
Matthew T. Wohl 
Yecen Zhu 
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Associate Degree Candidates With High Honors Royal Blue Cord and Royal Blue Tassel This student has attained an overall academic average of 3.85 to 4.00. Barbara Rose Darlington Aubrey Ranee Hawkins Stacey Dawn Tufts With Honors Same as above These students have attained an overall academic average of 3.30 to 3.69. Melissa Lynn Blackbum Sarah A. Brown Margaret Christine Davis Ashley Diane Fisher Renee Shingleton Gibbs Amanda Jean Godbey Brenton Lee Hutton Mackenzie Ann Lanham Donna Reed Legg Jessica Lorraine Roberts Jennifer Michelle Short Brandi Lee Sperry 
The Honors College 
Candidates presented by Ronald J. Bieniek, Dean 
Chelsea Marie Aprea University Honors 
Jenna Kaitlyn Barbour University Honors 
Ryan Hughes Camey University Honors John Marshall Scholar 
Antonio Marcus Constantino University Honors 
Marissa Daniele Delong University Honors John Marshall Scholar Tyler Andrew Dial University Honors John Marshall Scholar Sarah Lynn Drews John Marshall Scholar Emily Ginther University Honors Meghann Elizabeth Jenkins University Honors Megan Nicole Jones John Marshall Scholar Kendall Rose Lannan University Honors Morgan Nicole Neiheisel University Honors Larissa Shea Newsome University Honors John Marshall Scholar Kathryn Brielle T hornton University Honors Matthew Richard Wilton University Honors 
13 
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Military Commissions 
United States Army Reserve 
Officer's Training Corps Battalion 
The following individuals were commissioned as Second Lieutenants in the United States Army at 
Marshall University on December 14, 2013. 
Micheal A. Young, West Virginia National Guard, Corps of Engineers 
Michael S. Dunn, US Army Reserves, Transportation Corps 
Candidates and 
Degrees Granted 
College-of Education Candidates presented by Teresa R. Eagle, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees December 13, 2013 Bachelor of Arts Nikkia Dawn Adkins Emily Lauren Akalski Shea Diana Ambrose Kelsey Michelle Anderson Chelsea M. Aprea Brandon Tyler Barbour Christa Lynn Blake Justin James Bowe Alisha Marie Brumfield Amanda Lauren Bryan Carie S. Childers Joshua Alan Chinn Christopher Rolan Collins Michelle Lynn Croy Cari Lynn Davis Marissa Daniele Delong Jaclyn Michelle Dickerson Dylan Robert Elder Beau Scott Evans Courtney LeAnn Eves Adrianna Marie Eye Megan Christine Fry Anne Margaret Glockner Keri Danielle Gregory Carissa Nicole Guyer Chelsae T. Holley Kayla Jane Honaker Mary Virginia Huffman Christopher R. Kimes Kendall Rose Lannan Jared Ray Layman Michael P. Lyden, II Carrie Fay Merritt-Spurlock Gabrielle Nimeh-Lewis Zane Allen Parsley Megan Suzanne Pennington Elias Perry, Jr. Sarah Katherine Powell Dotty Genevie Pratt Heather N. Ratcliff Jocelyn Kae Russell Amy Yvonne Sanns Lauren Alexandra Sassier Joshua A. Sharp Karly Elizabeth Shaw Victoria Sikora Katelyn Nichole Six Lindsey Christina Small Trevor L. Smith Jacqueline DeShea Sowards Stephanie Paige Spencer Samantha Jo Stapleton Kristen Leigh Stephens Spiro Christos Stilianoudakis Kayla L. Thompson Casey Francis Tierney Katie Diane Toney Caitlin Jeanelle Wallace Joshua Paul Watson Shelby Elizabeth Webb T heodore Wade Williamson Amanda Kristine Young 
Degrees Granted July 12, 2013 Bachelor of Arts Ashlee Danielle Cleve 15 
16 College of Liberal Arts Candidates presented by Robert B. Bookwalter, Dean Candidates for Degrees December 13, 2013 Bachelor of Arts Zachary Phillips Bell Lindsay Renee Beveridge Patrick William Conrad Brogan Brittani Lynn Brooks Kaybreh L. Carpenter Jason M. Chin Brent Eli Colangelo Kendra B. Combs Briana Lanae Cook Destinee N. Davis Megan Rose Estep Samanda Loren Ferreyra Felix De Adams Taylor Ryan Gibson Emily L. Ginther Rachel Dawn Groves Robin C. Harbrecht Andrea Nicole Harless Janice M. Hayes Bachelor of Science Lakin I. Johnson Amoritia Lanae Strogen Hewett Dale E. Bolstein Farris Danielle Jackson Meghann Elizabeth Jenkins Jessica Dawn Johnson Abigail Lynn Jones James Alexander Kiger Christopher D. Knupp Whitney Ann Kuhn Marissa Jennifer Larsen Mark Christopher Lemle Nicholas R. Lemley Robert Tyler May Jessica Renee McConnell Evan P. McMillion Jessica Kelly Motzer Aaron Nicole Nelson Tara Dawn Null J ordyn K. Rees Alysson Marie Riffe Justin Roach Mathew Ryan Roach Eric P. Rogers Jaime Marie Ross Michael Hiner Rowe Brittany Nicole Shamblin Kareem Adisa Shofi.diya Seanna Brittany Smith Emaleigh Faith Stevens Jerrod Lee Stout Sarah Amanda Strange Kaitlin Leigh Sturgill Lauren A. Tussey Dawn Marie Watson Jeremy Todd Wheeler Erin Elizabeth White Degrees Granted August 16, 2013 Bachelor of Arts Faren T. Block Kane H. Brenneman Kamila Marie Brzozowska Lindsay Shae Carr Suporia Rebecca Shaunte Dickens Agata Gieroba Judit Anna Hekli Grzegorz Andrzej I winski Joseph Cody Jordan Marta Jozsa Andrea Kezer Erin Kathleen Lafferre Adam L. McDermott Francis Caridad Montes de Oca Jakki Renee Moore Shawna Rose Moyers Amanda Grace Nielson Christopher Hugo Payne Barbara Pete Joanna Zofia Pruchnicka Rita Magdalena Rams Nathan Richard Rees Emily Joe Smith Brian Christopher Spurlock Veronika Klara Takacs Tyler Patrick Turner Marta Zuzanna Zakrewska 
Degrees Granted July 12, 2013 
Bachelor of Arts 
Derek Ryan Hale 
Meghan Evelyn Howard 
Stephen Michael Kaukereit 
Aimee Beth Kupets 
Christopher Bradley C. Miller 
Melissa Dawn Morgan 
David Wayne Rumley 
Patrick John Stager 
17 
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College of Business Candidates presented by Haiyang Chen, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees December 13, 2013 Bachelor of Business Administration Nasser Abdulrhman Abuhemid Adam Scott Adkins Heather Leigh Adkins Ibrahim Abdullah Alramady Franklin W. Ball, II Jonathan Scott Bartholomew Jordon Robert Begley Ashley Nicole Bernard Amy Catherine Bishoff Erik Braden Bjornson Richelle Ann Blankenship Zechariah Jordan Blevins Mohamed Boulila Tomas G. Brewer Kevin James Brown Andrea Marie Browning Ashley Nadine Byrd Oscar Adolfo Camacho Markee J. Campbell Chase William Chapman JiananChen John Charles Click Emma Katherine Cole David B. Collins Natashua Lynn Crede Mackenzie Ann Crigger Shannon Mae Davis Robert Lee Dawkins, III Jason Alexander Dolly Rebekah Ann Donchatz ChenLiDong Justin Nathaniel Edmonds Grant David Evans Harley Denise Farrell Jordan B. Fletcher Joseph Dale Frame Adam Kenneth Frohnapfel William Gregory Garrison Benjamin Kelley Geary Kevin Joseph Gibbs Adam Gilkeson Ian Daniel Gillmeister Lauren Elizabeth Grant Cody Willfam Groves KaiwenGu Justin Mackenzie Haig Nathan Boyd Harless Amber Kaye Haugen Shuijie He Mary E. Heck Phillip Brady Hill Tuan Anh Hoang Matthew Christian Hubbard Sandra K. Idris Bryce Timothy Irving Alan Roger Jean Fang Jin Sarah Kay Nathan Chaney Kerns John Grady Kerr Leandra Marie King Kenneth Adam Kirby Candace Renee Layne Max Regan Lewis Hang Li Tingeing Liu Christian Reed Lockett D'onte Maurice Long Erica Elaine Long Monterius Dewayne Lovett Carissa Renee Marshall Erin Rae Martin Brooke Lashea McMillion Trevor Robert Mendelson Rachel Eileen Messinger Dakota Scott Metz Ashley Taylor Miller Wayland Lynn Moore Danielle Nichole Morgan James Andrew Morrison Alisa Marie Napier Thang Viet Nguyen Gage Richard Niemeyer Ashley Lynn Nolen James V. Norwood Colin Joseph Oakley Edirin Keyamo Onoge Brittany D. Padgett Cody Michael Partyka Christopher Allen Pate Gregory Patrick Phillips Olivia Jean Pritchard Shaun-Patryck Riley Kelsey Lynn Roach Robin V. Rogers Kelsey Katherine Ross Andretti Lake Sampson Matthew Morgan Sandy Mary Kaitlin Schad Andrew David Shear Kenneth Liban Smith Xige Song Richard Gray Stafford Malcolm Jerome Strong Kenneth Ray Sullivan Essray Taliaferro, III Jeremiah A. Taylor Tabitha Lee Thomas Caila Maxine Thornton Jodie Keith Vance Mengya Wang Briana Lynn Wayland Brittany Danielle Wells Ashley Michelle Wilcoxon Christopher Burke Willard Di Wu Ying Xiang Yecen Zhu 
Degrees Granted August 16, 2013 
Bachelor of Business Administration Moyosore 0. Akinsete William Isaac Ballou Ashley Marie Blakeman Mitchel Robert Bumpus Andrew J. Cline Zachary G. Deacon Sara Beth Finley Jeremiah Ryan Greenleaf Brianna E. Hope Mitchell C. Love Courtney Paige Newlin Bradley Scott Spencer Seth A. Stewart Chandler Marcus Thompson Jazmine Nicole Valle Crystal Rotara Walker Yigao Wang Daniel Peyton Withrow Yousef Nasser Younis 
Degrees Granted July 12, 2013 
Bachelor of Business Administration Talal Ali Al-Dehaim Cephas William Evans, III Scott French Jessica LeAnn Gilbert Trevor R. Johnson Max Michael Kanipe-Illig Tyler James Matney Brett Tyler May Charles Isaac Meyers Miranda Bridgett Patterson Jonathon Tyler Pritt Mary Ann Spurlock Zeke A. Taylor Mary Abigail Tomas Matthew T. Wohl 
20 
College of Science 
Candidates presented by Charles C. Somerville, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees December 13, 2013 Bachelor of Arts 
Lauren Olivia Carnes 
John Michael Chapman 
Susan Nicole Clagg 
Joseph K. Clendenin 
Michael A. Ellis 
Erin Elaine Jeffery 
Nicole Leigh Langdon Bachelor of Science 
John David Apgar 
Megan S. Ayers 
Jenna Kaitlyn Barbour 
Samuel Nathan Barry 
Ashley Ciara Bishop 
Christopher John Bohm, Jr. 
Kenneth Victor Bridges 
Stephen Allan Broughman, II 
Kevin G. Campbell 
Ryan Hughes Camey 
Ryan David Carroll 
Asher Mathias Cerka 
Morgan Taylor Cottrell 
Marinda Lynn Craiger 
Robert Andrew Cummings 
Tyler Andrew Dial 
Sarah Lynn Drews 
Christopher Clayton Lloyd Gue Bachelor of Science in Chemistry 
Sarah Michelle Barber 
Heath B. Jones 
Aaron Barrett Logan 
Rachel E. Martin 
Jazmine Aleace McBryde 
Grace Samba Mutala 
Shelby Lynn Perry 
Amanda Sue Pruitt 
Morgan Renee Pusey 
Taylor Dawn Hammack 
Joshua J. Hamrick 
Edgar Hernandez 
Lauren Yvonne Hicks 
Zachary D. Hunter 
JialunJiao 
Melinda Kay Johnson 
Megan Nicole Jones 
Angela Lynn Kargul 
Rachel E. Martin 
Christopher M. Meade 
Michael Christopher Miller 
Courtney Elizabeth Monk 
April-Christine Kellie Morales 
Morgan N. Neiheisel 
Larissa Shea Newsome 
Katie R. Palmer 
Heather Nicole Perkins 
Brendan Charles Rein 
Ariel Leone Showalter 
Morgan Shay Smith 
Elyse Louise Waugh 
Anthony James Williams 
Nicholas Chase Woodrum 
Aaron Michael Prewitt 
Sarah E. Quarles 
Benjamin Joel Richardson 
Zachary Ryan Robateau 
Brittany Jean Ronto 
Thomas Samples 
Stephanie Nicole Schmiesing 
Whitney Arlene Shaffer 
YiyunShen 
Jack Ryan Smith 
Erin M. Snyder 
Katherine Lorraine Soper 
Catherine Elizabeth Stacks 
Jeffrey Hugh Strachan 
Kathryn Brielle Thornton 
Kristy Nicole Tredway 
Dakota Blake Ward 
Degrees Granted August 16, 2013 Bachelor of Science 
Erin Marie Balser 
Nichole Elizabeth Koester 
Tara Nicole Lambert 
Deborah Mary Moore 
Seth Ashton Staats Rabatin 
Chase Edwarde Stephens 
Degrees Granted July 12, 2013 Bachelor of Science 
Joshua Nathaniel Botkin 
Melanie Rae Bryan 
Andrew D. Grimmett 
Forrest Christopher Mattox 
Tabitha Ann Norman 
Justin Taylor 
Victoria Paige VanHoose 21 
22 College of Health Professions Candidates presented by Michael Prewitt, Dean Candidates for Degrees December 13, 2013 Bachelor of Arts Michael Anthony Bianco Sean M. Crager Alessandro Tiziano Felix Joseph Xavier Hnat Christopher Martin Jasperse Michael Scott Jech Bachelor of Science in Nursing Sherry D. Adams Hannah S. Andrew Tonya Lynn Chafin Jordan A. Mathews Roger Lee Robinson Bachelor of Science Kallie Victoria Adams Cassidy Elizabeth Anthony Brittany Nicole Bellomy Michael Joseph Bock Amanda Elizabeth Brooks Tara Lynn Brown Christine Laura Canterberry Robert Andrew Chafin Tyler Whitt Chandler Ashley Dawn Clary James Wesley Clayton Lauren Gray Cundiff Andrew Micheal DeMoss Jenna Michelle Ellison Anna Elizabeth Fry Tyler Lewis Gossett J0Anna Marie Gould Tyier Hampton Hetzer Caleb J. Hill Austin Lee Holmes Kara Elizabeth Hornbuckle Amanda Lorraine Hottenstein Brock Colton James Sarah Genevieve Jarvis Jessica Lynn Keathley Ellen Carly Lawman Tyler James McLaughlin Cassy Jaron Miller Derek Lee Mitchell Tara Nicole Mitchell Alexander Michael Molina Christina Marie Morabito Bachelor of Social Work Sonja Jean Bocook Laura E. Boothe Amandia Kathryn Bowen Ronald Louis Clendenin, Jr. Patricia Ann Coleman Hope Leanna Deem Crystal Hope Facemire Staci Dawn Freeman Bobbi Ann Gaul Teiranee Lee Henry Samantha Brooke Hicks David Sydnor Hoover Courtney Megan Janes Mary Helen Jones Jessica Renee Lindsey Whitney Shea Powell Hannah Lynne Redman Derek L. Robinson Steven Tyler Rogers Yana LeAnn Rutledge Walid Saleem Salameh Elaine B. Sambuco Samantha Dene Steele Emily Taylor Stiltner Kimberly Ann Strait Angela Lynne Watts Lindsay Allison Williams Matthew R.Wilton Alexandria Nicole Withrow Amy R. Wright Lisa Kay Mayo Glenna Mae Miller Kara Lynn Monette Jessica Joyce Queen Cathy Ann Rollins Christine Marie Smith Leanna Denise White 
I 
l 
Associate in Applied Science Samantha Lauren Anderson Kayla Nicole Higgins Samantha Ilene Ross Kelly Rose Slone Shelby L. Tomes Bezawit Abebe Wube Associate in Science in Nursing Hannah Jayne Adkins Megan Rylie Anderson Ann Myriah Beck Deidra Janel Blackbum Melissa Lynn Blackbum Gregory Shawn Brown Sarah A. Brown Jennifer Ann Burgess Joseph T homas Burgett Teresa L. Conley Tyler Allan Cremeans Kristen Michele Damron Barbara Rose Darlington Margaret Christine Davis Tasha Lynn Davis Lauren Elizabeth Dean James Edward Decker Shalea N. Ellis Renee Shingleton Gibbs Amanda Jean Godbey Alyssa Meghan Graham Amanda Jo Graley Justin Clay Hanks Derek Steven Hartman Allison Leigh Henson Nathan M. Hinshaw Brenton Lee Hutton Brittany Nicole Kennedy Sherry Lynn Kirwan Molly Haught Kluemper Mackenzie Ann Lanham Tori Shannon Leep Donna Reed Legg John James Lestina Thomas William Livingston Kelli Flanagan Mann Carrie Ann Maynard Keili Jon Mays Brittany Lynn Morris Susan Hinter Myers Ashley Nicole Nichols Shannon Dawn Nickels Paige A. Null Debra Lee Oliver Paul Edward Patterson Benjamin Dell Rorrer Jessica Shah Jennifer Michelle Short Jacob Daniel Savine Brandi Lee Sperry Dana Renee T hornberry Stacey Dawn Tufts Amanda D. Unroe Tiffany Dawn Wickline Emily Lauren Wiseman Katherine Marie Withrow Jessica Lynn Young 
Degrees Granted August 16, 2013 Bachelor of Arts Jacob Ryan Adkins Nicholas Andrew Arkyns William Charles Brooks, Jr. Billy Blake Mitchell Bachelor of Science Shane Andrew Austin Erin Michelle Burke Zachary Scott Jordan Jacob T. Kitchen Brian Anthony Sigman Michelle Kathryn Snyder Sarah Elizabeth Vinson 
23 
24 Associate-in Applied Science Ashley Diane Fisher Aubrey Ranee Hawkins Alexis N. Hickel Adam Ryan Litchfield Carolynn Patricia Lovejoy Jessica Lorraine Roberts Rita Isabel Yanez Degrees Granted July 12, 2013 Bachelor of Social Work Thomas Edward Reynolds 
College of Arts and Media Candidates presented by Donald Van Horn, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees December 13, 2013 Bachelor of Arts Joanie L. Borders Jeremy M. Brown Antonio Marcus Constantino Travis Delbert Easter Amanda Kristine Fastuca Evan Douglas Fowler Andrew Paul Frobel Trevan J. Hannahs Ashley Jo Killingsworth Andrew Jay Meadows Schuylar Whytney Reggi Tyler Scott Rice Caitlin Rae Smith Samuel Joseph Speciale Allyson Rae Warner Courtney Rachelle Williamson Bachelor of Fine Arts Jason Patrick Arnoldt Bishop Trey Beckett Casey Lynn Benson Joshua David Blair Kristen Elizabeth Bobuk Laura Nichole Campbell Dylan M. Clark Christopher David Crawford Angela Dora Crum James Scott Decker Bryce Michael Duncan Rachel Anne Hoeft Adam W. Howell Bradlee Layne Jordan William Harold Radford Michael Edward Rose Kirsten Elise Sadler Linde Michelle Sayre Colby Taylor Sweetser Gregory Robert Washington 
25 
26 
College of Fine Arts Candidates presented by Donald Van Hom, Dean 
Degrees Granted August 16, 2013 Bachelor of Fine Arts Whitney Nicole Lyons Michael L. Pitaniello Benjamin Wesley Stem 
Degrees Granted July 12, 2013 Bachelor of Fine Arts Lindsay Kay Emmite Ana Maria Gaston Jami Lynne Moss Kelli Ann Simpson 
School of Journalism 
And Mass Communications 
Candidates presented by Donald Van Hom, Dean 
Degrees Granted August 16, 2013 Bachelor of Arts 
Kimberly Jane Bradley 
Jarrod Alan Clay 
Samuel P. Craigo 
Jaimie Lynn Holmquist 
Tessa Rae Wooten 
Sara Jean Yoke 27 
28- Regents Bachelor of Arts Candidates presented by David J. Pittenger, Associate Vice President for Outreach and Continuing Studies Candidates for Degrees December 13, 2013 Regents Bachelor of Arts Reid Lyon Adams Katelyn Leigh Holley Darius Tyrone Passmore Galen T homas Adkins Amara Jewel Hudson Whitney Beth Paugh Danyel Denyce Allen Brian Joseph Hudson Nicole Lee Perkins David Lee Anthony, II Ian Jolly Humphrey Dwight David Plybon James E. Barnett Matthew Dallas Hunter Pepper Dawn Pratt Michelle Nichole Beckett Craig Elliott Jones Andrew Allen Priest Angela Lee Bell Samantha Lisabeth Jones Lethie Lorraine Purkey Jessica L. Blankenship Betsy Jayne Kelly Christine Elizabeth Raines Brannon Shae Boster Selina Beth Kemper Elizabeth Carol Reeves Richard Cameron Boster Shawney Rashad Kersey Zachary Ryan Robinson Jessica S. Braley Michael Todd Kuhn Kristina Morgan Rogers Daniel Joseph Brison Rosemary Jane LaRue Patricia A. Sacconi Anita Dawn Burch Lara Grace Lawman Rodney Allen Sanders, Jr. Cassandra Jo Chapman Justin Scott Lee William Thomas Shields, Jr. Charles C. Chapman Susan Lynn Legge Todd Davis Shillingburg James Stanislaus Coniff, Jr. Seth Aaron Lewis Devon Deandre Smith William Kyle Croye Shavon Renae Mabry Megan Lee Smith Elizabeth Ann Davidson Niles Andrew Macri Whitney Nedrea Smith Burnett Lee Deyerle Eve Marcum-Atkinson Mark David Snyder Amanda Denay Doss John Christian McBrayer Nigel Dion Spikes Ronda Renee Dowdy Kerbi Suzette Meade Dequan Markee Starling Cynthia Beth Dunlap Anson Dane Meadows Susan Hilary Sterner Michael Shane Dunn Jacob Tyler Meadows Derrick Linwood Thomas Frances Elaine Endicott Angela Gail Midkiff Katelyn D. Underwood Ashley Erin Fizer James Elijah Mills James Shay Lee Walker Brittany J enyse Franklin Geoffry Lee Mitchell Joshua Allen Watkins Leigh Ann Fregia Christian T. Moore BeauM. Weed Ashley Dawn Frye Ronald Lee Moore, Jr. Corey P. Woomer Linda Renee Greer Barbara Jean Ann Norvell Justin Thomas Young Stephanie A. Hamilton James Luther Page, Jr. Dana Frances Zambrotta Nathan Alan Holbrook Degrees Granted August 16, 2013 Regents Bachelor of Arts Teddy Wayne Adams Christopher Charles Stephen Cole Nannie Lou Cook Jordae Cornell Grier Jason Wayne Hall Joshua W. Hall Lawren L. Hightower Christopher Lee Hoover Amber Nicole Martin Dawn Marie McCown Rocco Anthony Muriale, Jr. Laura Marcela Pertuz-Sanchez Jordan Seth Ritchie Kevin Scott Robertson Alicia Dawn Shao Jasmine Nicole Shaw Andre' Stephon Snipes-Booker, Jr. Charles Rhett Stafford Michael Scot Tanner Casey Ray Taylor Zachary Noah Tenuta 
Degrees Granted July 12, 2013 
Regents Bachelor of Arts Lisa Gayle Bowen Michael Chase Browning Shannon Olivia Cahill Sarah Elizabeth Cochran Rebecca Marie Counts Jessica Ann Crytzer Arleigh Robert Dickerson Kevin Dean Duckwall Justin Keith Hensley Jennifer Huff DeAndre Kane Kevin Alexander Lawrence John Steven Mallow Joseph S. Maynard Kelsey Nicole McCallister Gregory Scott McCown Adam Guy Mc Williams Cassandra Dawn Poff Matthew Stephen Rippon Mark Allen Roby Donna Michelle Secreto Cathy R. Voiles Lucas Alan Wright Alexandra Anne Young 
29 
30 
Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine 
Candidates presented by Joseph I. Shapiro, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees December 13, 2013 Doctor of Medicine Elizabeth Kelly Mott 
Candidates for Degrees August 16, 2013 Doctor of Medicine 
Michael A. Banks 
l. 
Graduate College Candidates presented by David J. Pittenger, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees December 13, 2013 
Education Specialist Samuel Joseph Aquino Keith Allen Butcher Tracy Lane Chenoweth Talya J. Colliflower 
Master of Arts Rachel Lynn Adams Leadership Studies Tracy Lea Adkins Reading Education Gabrielle Marie Ambrosius Early Childhood Education William Howard Anderson Leadership Studies April Simpson Angell-McAteer Sociology Deborah Neccuzi Armstrong Counseling Kendra Lynne Arvon Reading Education Frances Alicia Ashley Psychology Krystal Lynn Baumann Leadership Studies Daniel Ray Beckner, II Leadership Studies Bridget Ann Bird Counseling Alex Blankenship Leadership Studies Bethany I. Blankenship Counseling Heather Angeline Blankenship Early Childhood Education Kelly Dawn Bonar Leadership Studies Heather Dawn Bond Elementary Education April Christina Bowen Leadership Studies Tiffany D. Bowen Leadership Studies Kenneth Brandon Bowens Elementary Education Lisa Wynette Bradley Special Education Brittany Elaine Bragg Leadership Studies Pamela Sue Brandon Leadership Studies Paul Anthony Brillant Leadership Studies George David Brown, Jr. Leadership Studies Ricky D. Buria Leadership Studies Hillary Elizabeth Bums Special Education Tammy Melinda Bums Secondary Education Kimberly A. Burris Leadership Studies Joshua D. Caldwell Leadership Studies Whitney R. Canada Leadership Studies Latisha R. Carr Counseling William Casto Secondary Education Ashlee A. Collier Leadership Studies Cody Wayne Collins English Angela Beth Cox Reading Education Whitney H. Cox Reading Education Brenna Alane Craig Humanities Letitia Frances Crockett-Smith Leadership Studies Channing Desiree Daniels Psychology 31 
Dennis Lee Daugherty, II Emma Louise Harrison Chastity Alyse Lies Communication Studies Special Education Reading Education Melissa Ann Dickens Jennifer Katherine Haught Jared Duran Lockhart Elementary Education Special Education Psychology Kristina Nicole Donahoe Lindsay Kruse Heinemann Suzanne Paige Lopez Leadership Studies Sociology Leadership Studies Dora SueAn Doss Ervin Lenzy Henderson De'Recco Le Von Lynch Special Education Counseling Leadership Studies Sherry Ann Dotson Jason Ray Hill Rebecca Dawn Marcantel Elementary Education Leadership Studies Reading Education Haley Margaret Fedor Tiffany Marie Hughes Eva Karen Marcum English Latin Leadership Studies Sarah Rachelle Fouch Tiffany Marie Hughes Tara Elizabeth Marcum Psychology Leadership Studies Leadership Studies Mallory Ann Frampton Sixtus Obinna lwuji Ashley Marie Matheny Psychology Psychology Psychology Jeffrey T. Fromhart Geary L. Jack, II Marsha Ann McCallister Elementary Education Music Leadership Studies Debra J. Fuller-Phelps Samuel Alan Johnson Chad Austin McClanahan Counseling Leadership Studies Secondary Education Cassandra Spring Eve Gallagher Alex Michael King John Marvin McClung Counseling Secondary Education Leadership Studies Maria Johanna Jacoba Gaum Amanda Joanne Kipp Kevin Ryan McCoy Counseling Psychology Sociology Zachary Paul Gehringer Tracy Bell Komorowski Ginny Beth McMillion Political Science Reading Education Reading Education Jack Howard Goodman Amber Jo Lafferty Michael J. Mcateer Mathematics Leadership Studies Sociology Lauren Trull Goodwin Stacy Ann Lally Whitney Afton Naylor-Smith Humanities Leadership Studies English Amy Michelle Grail Alysen Latorre Lauren Nichols Communication Studies Counseling Secondary Education Wilson Tyler Maxwell Grimmett Cassandra Dawn Layne Megan A. Noble Counseling Counseling Counseling William Joseph Gross, Jr. Clifford Taylor Lee Shannon Bright Noble Leadership Studies Geography Leadership Studies Marci Ann Hankins Trevor Thomas Lewis Kathleen Elisabeth Parsley Psychology Secondary Education Communication Studies 
32 
Payal Prakash Patel Jessica Laureene Shortridge Kelly Ann Watts Biological Sciences Reading Education Reading Education Sarah Michelle Payne Michelle Koren Smith Jerica Damaye Wesley Elementary Education Counseling Counseling Michele Flegal Perkins Stacey Brianna Smith Krista Lea Wilmoth Secondary Education Political Science English Michelle Dawn Podunavac Sol Andrew Snyder Erika Yuhasz Wimmer Leadership Studies Leadership Studies Elementary Education Amanda Hope Preece Ashley Nicole Steffy Nathan Aaron Wingert Leadership Studies Secondary Education Communication Studies Amani Abdulaziz Qoqandi Jamie Dawn Stevenson Ashleigh Fay Anne Winter Psychology Counseling Secondary Education Carolyn Sue Quinlan Robin L. Stewart · Kristy Nicole WoodsHumanities Reading Education Psychology Katie Annette Radcliff Erin Michelle Stone Shuhei Yamashita Secondary Education Psychology English Amy Catherine Roberts Mary Elizabeth Grace Streets Rebecca Jane Young Reading Education Reading Education Reading Education Hannah Le Roles Wayne A. Stump Paul Michael Zebb, III Psychology Art Leadership Studies Hubert Wesley Rolling Mary Annetta Swafford Master of Business History Reading Education Administration Charles Joshua Rote Charlene Michele Templeton History Special Education Pedro Jose Agenjo-Pila Christa Kay Rucker Mary Elizabeth Thomas Steven Kyle Blank Sara Elizabeth Davis Psychology Leadership Studies Kimberly Ann Hohman Jonathan Milligan Langer Michelle Rae Sabo Larisa Kay Thompson Stacy Brian Lewis Counseling Leadership Studies Houssam Eddin Mardini XunNiu Saba None Safiari Savanna Nye Tickle Robert Lewis Rexroad Leadership Studies Psychology Eric Allen Semeniuk Christopher Varghese WenlongTan Leaha Marie Salmon Cody Stephen Vinson Elementary Education Psychology Wei Wang Valeria Eliza Schultz Bethany Elizabeth Ward Weiting Weng HuanWu Reading Education Counseling Elnaz Yousefzadeh-Khiabani Jeremy Severn Celeste Marie Ward Leadership Studies Counseling 
33 
Master of Science Sean P. Cavender Scott Patrick Gray in Engineering Technology Management Exercise Science Charity Cherotich Cheruiyot Zachary R. Halstead Amanda Beth McClellan Health Informatics Safety Ting Shi Patrick B. Cox Erik Benjamin Hansen Master of Arts in Health Care Administration Human Resource Management Journalism Marcella Ann Cruz Chelsea D. Hill Biological Sciences Health Care Administration Jedidiah N. Bailey Dawn Marie Nolan Brian Justin Cunningham Kristin Lee Stemple Hinchman Health Care Administration Safety Master of Arts in lvanE. Cyr Jamie Marie Quinn Hopen Teaching Technology Management Environmental Science Geston David Churchill Judy Lane Dingess Alexander Jordan Hubbard Brumfield Adult and Technical Education Sport Administration Cody Ryan Clay Kieu Van Dinh Lynette Jean Jones Ashley F. Clark Stephanie Renae Coffey Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Charles Ryan Davis Quan Thi Manh Do lrfan Ahmed Khan Brad Eldred Carrie Ann Fowler Health Informatics Biological Sciences Lisa Marie Kerr Reem El-Bash Amber Nicole Perry Derek T. Lynch Maryalice Helen Health Care Administration Accountancy Skinner-Sutton Kate Ann Engelbert J aima Leanne Mahaney Melanie Anne Stoehr Steven Sean Stormes Health Care Administration Human Resource Management Joanna Margaret White Tracy A. Eubank Littia Chaowadee Mann Master of Science Adult and Technical Education Environmental Science David Allen Foltz Ryan Michael Martin Luwaina Mohammed Al-Otaibi Biological Sciences Sport Administration Environmental Science Donna Jean Frischkorn Delkira Monike Maybin Rayan M. Alshamrani Adult and Technical Education Human Resource Management Information Systems Song Fu Joshua Michael-Boyden McAdoo Amanda Shea Arbaugh Human Resource Management Health Care Administration Accountancy Zhe Gai Joshua Michael-Boyden McAdoo Nicole Marie Bright Adult and Technical Education Human Resource Management Accountancy Tyson Matthew Gale Lisa M. McClain Cynthia P. Butcher Sport Administration Technology Management Safety Marty S. Gillenwater Emilee Anne Miles Kevin Darnell Byrd Human Resource Management Human Resource Management Information Systems Jared Monroe Gillespie Jayme Michelle Mount Dana Noel Cannin-Mulhearn Accountancy Human Resource Management Communication Disorders 
34 
Katelyn Marie Murphree Anthony V. Searls Claire Elizabeth Walker Exercise Science Human Resource Management Human Resource Management Brian M. Napier Aaron Jacob Semasko Sherry Lynn Watts Safety Biological Sciences Adult and Technical Education Son Thanh Nguyen Caitlin Elizabeth Sharp Andrew Robert Wiede Human Resource Management Adult and Technical Education Sport Administration Maritza Pittore Blair Nicole Sigmon Emilee Elizabeth Williams Health Informatics Health Care Administration Communication Disorders Amber Dawn Porterfield Amanda Gail Slicer Meredith L. Williams Health Care Administration Adult and Technical Education Human Resource Management Joseph Lindsey Preast Christopher Brian Smith Brian Anthony Williamson Health Care Administration Environmental Science Biological Sciences Rodney L. Prince, Jr. Danielle E. Stephenson Jing Wu Adult and Technical Education Biological Sciences Adult and Technical Education Katrina Nell Reed Spencer Tyler Stevens Melissa Napier Wyatt Adult and Technical Education Human Resource Management Adult and Technical Education Andrew David Reinhardt Jana D. Studeny Andrea L. Yanov Physical and Applied Science Health Informatics Environmental Science Rachel Marie Riley Jessica Marie Tackett Yangyang Zhang Dietetics Health Care Administration Accountancy Apama Sarkar Lori Jane Tanner Master of Science Health Care Administration Human Resource Management Steven L. Scaggs Sarah Ashley Trill in Nursing Adult and Technical Education Communication Disorders Tabitha Breann Duff Deborah Ruth Shelton Charles Dean Scott Kasandra Della Vance Information Systems Accountancy 
35 
Degrees Granted August 16, 2013 Education Specialist Kay Lawson Cassandra Kay Neil Amber Rae Wallbrown Master of Arts Trudy Lynn Acord Kayla Marie Dearman Loma Christie Linger Special Education Special Education English Hilda J. Armstrong Autumn Nicole Dolin Abby Samantha Locke Leadership Studies Elementary Education Counseling Cynthia Denise Brisco Terri Lynn Duncan Robert Patrick Mellace, III Psychology Reading Education Leadership Studies Leslee Nichole Browning Keisha Bren Dunn Stephanie Elise Meyers Psychology Elementary Education Secondary Education Tracey M. Burnette Patricia A. Floyd Scott L. Miller Secondary Education Secondary Education Secondary Education Mary Catherine Camenga Ashley Renee Garrett Patricia Amy Mollohan Secondary Education Leadership Studies Counseling Jerica Leigh Clark Moore Jeffrey F. Gorby Kelli Glynn Murray-Shrader Special Education Special Education Counseling Tarah Ann Clark Erin Elizabeth Gripper Kathryn Lee Parker Secondary Education Elementary Education Leadership Studies Courtney Brooke Clemons Nicole Marie Hevener Christin Elizabeth Parrish Leadership Studies Leadership Studies Reading Education Jenny Crews Colvin Sarah Elizabeth Hewett Kelcey E. Perkins Leadership Studies Counseling Psychology Blair K. Cook Nicole M. Howell Christopher Brian Presley Counseling Counseling Special Education Jahosame Cotto Bravin Monroe Hughart Benjamin Elon Redmond Leadership Studies Special Education Counseling Camice Samantha Covert Justin S. Johnson Sonjia L. Richardson Psychology Secondary Education Leadership Studies Jessica Dawn Cox Jessica Marie Kidd Kellie Nicole Rodriguez Secondary Education Counseling Psychology Johnnalyn Marie Davis Cynthia Jean Lavender Julie Ann Samples Reading Education Leadership Studies Special Education 
36 
Joni Lyn Shortridge Erica Lee Burdette Elizabeth Clare Herman Special Education Communication Disorders Exercise Science 
Ashley Elizabeth Skiles Rebecca Loraine Burke Jessica Catherine Herman Special Education Adult and Technical Education Dietetics 
Monica Elizabeth Smith Nicole Linette Campbell Lisa Ann Hoshower Special Education Communication Disorders Dietetics 
Nicole Amanda Soulsby Kathrine J orell Clark Harrison A. Hunt Special Education Dietetics Physical Science 
Megan Rae Stone Hannah Michelle Cooper Brittany Frances Ireland Psychology Communication Disorders Communication Disorders 
Stacy Michelle Stroud Catherine G. Counts Korey Jo Jividen 
Counseling Communication Disorders Communication Disorders 
E.Shandon Ryan Twe<:!dy Erin Elizabeth Cristello Cara Anne Kelleher Leadership Studies Communication Disorders Communication Disorders 
John Philip VanHom, Jr. Brent Anthony Cunningham Saswati Maitra Psychology Sport Administration Health Care Administration 
Stephanie Marie Walker Brooke Renee Darlington Vanity Marie Maldonado English Dietetics Forensic Science 
Jenna Eatmon Wallace Mona Christine Drake James Daniel Manget Psychology Communication Disorders Sport Administration 
Rachel A. Williams Erin Elizabeth Dzaack Katelyn Anne Mayer Secondary Education Dietetics Communication Disorders 
Elijah Alderson Wise Laura Jean Ellis Heather Marie McCallister Psychology Communication Disorders Communication Disorders 
Master of Arts in Frances Andrews Elvins Emma Marie McCullough Communication Disorders Communication Disorders 
Journalism 
Sean Flynn Ashley Jo Miller 
XingJin Adult and Technical Education Dietetics 
Master of Science 
John C. Fredeking, II Ashley B. Parsons 
Communication Disorders Sport Administration 
Kelsey Lynne Adams Rachel Elizabeth Gergely Brooke Jennings Powe�l 
Communication Disorders Dietetics Communication Disorders 
Robert Paul Amis Tresley Evangeline Harris Krista Brooke Ratliff Bias Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Communication Disorders 
Madeline Rae Bieler Kayla Elizabeth Hatfield Bailey B. Reynolds 
Communication Disorders Communication Disorders Communication Disorders 
Christopher Lee Blankenship Lindsay Nicole Hawk McKenzie Leigh Ross Safety Communication Disorders Communication Disorders 
37 
38 
Emily Nicole Rowe Kelly Sue Stump Kimberly Ann Wachauf Communication Disorders Adult and Technical Education Communication Disorders 
Abbigail E. Stewart Kristin Elizabeth Sunbury Kendra Hess Westfall Communication Disorders Dietetics Adult and Technical Education 
Rachael Susan Stewart Loretta M. Thompson Meredith Chelsea Willis Sport Administration Adult and Technical Education Communication Disorders 
Stacey Lynn Stobierski Jesse A. Thornton Katelyn Elizabeth Winkler Communication Disorders Biomedical Sciences Communication Disorders 
Natalie Rachelle Stover Jesse James Toler Master of Science Communication Disorders Human Resource Management 
Summer Breann Stover Deborah Ann Totten 
in Engineering Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education David Charles Chappell 
Degrees Granted July 12, 2013 Education Specialist 
Marcella Charlotte Wright Master of Arts 
Jennifer Lynn Coberly Reading Education 
Terri Ann Gwinn Special Education 
Andrew Jacob Hussell Special Education 
Maureen Elizabeth Johnson English 
Kara R. McCutcheon Reading Education 
Miranda R. Morgan Communication Studies Master of Business Administration 
Leigha E. Fleming 
Philip M. Gibson 
Master of Science 
Timothy James Brust Biological Sciences 
Kimberly R. Copley Adult and Technical Education 
Molly Elizabeth Ginger Human Resource Management 
Shilpa Kommi Information Systems 
Chinh Duy Nguyen Human Resource Management 
Cassandra L. Toliver Human Resource Management 
Megan Elizabeth Welch Physical and Applied Science Master of Science in Nursing 
Brittany R Cartwright 
Lori Lynn Perkins 
Robin M. Schoonover 
College of Information Technology 
And Engineering Candidates presented by Wael Zatar, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees December 13, 2013 Bachelor of Science Austin Dean Brislin James Lawrence Caldwell Jonathan Willard Campbell David Jacob Halley Finley Denis Hammond Richard Kurt Long, II Rickie A. McDonie Dominique RaShawn Mitchell Jason D. Rooper Warren B. Shelton James David Thompson Bachelor of Science in Engineering Andrew Manuel Aguilar Kristen Elizabeth Bobuk Robert A. Daniels Tyler Anderson Morris Paul I. Picklesimer 
Degrees Granted August 16, 2013 Bachelor of Science Jeremy Kent Raines 
Degrees Granted July 12, 2013 Bachelor of Science Joshua B. Legg Travis Brooks Rainey 39 
42 Master Thesis Christopher Blankenship Safety Dr. James McIntosh Adequate Ventilation: How is it Defined and Does it Adequately Warn Consumers Timothy Brust Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas Pauley Dietary Preferences of the Queen Snake (Regina septemvittata) in a West Virginia Stream. Marcella Cruz Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas Pauley Effectiveness of manual palpation of the Northern Water Snake, Nerodia sipedon, as a method to extract gut contents for dietary studies. Haley Fedor English Dr. John Young Historical Butches: Lesbian Experience and Masculinity in Bryher's Historical Fiction David Foltz Biological Sciences Dr. David Mallory The Crayfishes of West Virginia's Southwestern Coalfields Region with an emphasis on the Life History of Cambarus theepiensis" Lindsay Heinemann Sociology Dr. Markus Hadler The Geography of Stuck: Exceptions to the Brain Drain in West Virginia Jamie Hopen Environmental Science Dr. Scott Simonton The Potential to Increase the Amount of CCBs in rip rap channel grouting mixtures on AML Reclamation Sites in West Virginia Sixtus lwuji Psychology Dr. Marianna Footo Linz Development of Moral Didacticism in Children: A Cross-Cultural Study Maureen Johnson English Dr. Roxanne Aftanas Mike and Molly - An Other World Kevin McCoy Sociology Dr. Marty Lauback Housing as a Social Problem Miranda Morgan Communication Studies Dr. Cynthia Torppa Humor and Social Support Whitley Naylor-Smith English Dr.Rachael Peckham What Lights the Earth Aaron Semasko Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas Pauley Size and Age Variation of Larval Gyrinophilus Porphyriticus Porphyriticus in Sympatry with Salvelinus Fontinalis Danielle Stephenson Biological Sciences Dr. Jeffrey Kovatch Analysis of the Relationship Between Benthic Macroinvertebrate and Fish Taxa: A Study of Concordance in West Virginia's Streams. Jesse Thornton Biomedical Sciences Dr. John Wilkinson Role of Iron in Ethanol Derived Hepatic Stress Brian Williamson Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas Pauley Examining Habitat Selection and Home Range Behavior at Multiple Scales in a Population of Eastern Box Turtles, (Terrapene c. Carolina) , With Notes on Demographic Changes After 17 Years Nathan Wingert Communication Studies Dr. Steven Cooper The Politicalization of Popular Culture as a Method of Identification: A Case Study in Reagan and "Star Wars" 
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